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ABSTRACT Entity linking is a task to extract query mentions in documents, and then link them to
their corresponding entities in a knowledge base. It can improve the performances of knowledge network
construction, knowledge fusion, information retrieval, natural language processing, and knowledge base
population. In this paper, we introduce the difficulties and applications of entity linking and focus on the
main methods to address this issue. At last, we list the knowledge bases, data sets, and the evaluation criterion
and some challenges of entity linking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this era of rapid development of the Internet, a large amount
of data is generated. Big data has become a symbol of the
era [1]–[3]. As a consequence, how to get useful knowledge
from a large amount of data is a popular topic in current
research, more importantly, entity linking plays a key role as
a part in this process [4], [5].

Most information we obtain from the Internet in daily life
is in the form of web texts. These texts contain a large number
of named entities (e.g. person, organization, and place) which
are the basic elements of texts. However, these entities are
highly ambiguous, so we need to link them to an existing
knowledge base so that people can know what the entities
refer to and understand the texts more correctly. On the
other hand, with the development of the Google Knowl-
edgeGraph, automatic knowledge base construction becomes
more and more important. The automatic knowledge base
construction need to extract information such as entities and
relationships between entities from web texts and add them
to the knowledge base. Before filling, the most important
step is to disambiguate those entities extracted by the sys-
tem. We call this process as named entity linking or entity
linking. Entity linking is a task of linking named entities
in web texts to their corresponding entities in a knowledge
base (e.g. Wikipedia [6], DBpedia [7], and YAGO [8]). For
example, given a text ‘‘Nadal presents a bouquet to Li Na at
her retirement ceremony. Li Na runs with tears and enjoys
cheers of the whole audience. . .’’, entity linking will link the

querymention Li Na to her corresponding entity Li Na (tennis
player) in the knowledge base rather than Li Na (Professor
of Peking University) using a variety of algorithms. Through
this process, we can understand that the content of this article
is about the tennis player Li Na. Specially; ‘‘we’’ not only
refers to the human, but also refers to the search engine,
artificial intelligence machine, question answering system
and so on.

Entity linking is difficult due to the high ambiguity of entity
mentions, which includes polysemy andmultiword synonym.
Polysemy refers to that an entity mention is corresponding to
a number of entity concepts. For example, the entity mention
‘‘Li Na’’ can refer to Li Na (tennis star) and Li Na (Pro-
fessor of Peking University). Multiword synonym is that an
entity may have many kinds of surface forms, for example,
Yao Ming (basketball player) has many alias, such as the
moving Great Wall, little giant, Dayao. These ambiguities
make it difficult to us to understand the meaning of entity
mentions.

The application of entity linking involves many fields,
such as search engine retrieval [9]–[11], knowledge
fusion [12], [13], knowledge base population [4], [14], [15].
Given a scenario of a hospital with two medical doc-
tors A and B sharing the same name, let us assume an applica-
tion in which a patient is able to search for information about
a doctor. As soon as the patient types the name of the doctor,
the system retrieves two profile records. As a consequence,
the patient could be doubtful about which record is the correct
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one. Bymeans of entity linking, we can help search engines to
disambiguate so that the correct searching results are closer
to the top of pages of the searching results. In the field of
knowledge fusion, entity linking also plays an important role.
When we fuse entities from different databases to a unified
database, actually, some entities are the same with each other
in the expressive meaning but have different surface forms,
so it requests us to map these entities into the same entity
in the knowledge base first. Then, the information of the
entities can be fused. Meanwhile, the retrieval efficiency can
be also improved. In addition, knowledge base population
has become a popular topic in recent years. The mission of it
is to extract new information scattered on the web and then
fill the relevant entities into the existing knowledge base. For
this purpose, the first phase is exactly to complete the entity
linking task. Through entity linking we can determine which
entity the information we extract belongs to.

This article will be introduced from the following five
aspects. Firstly, we compare entity linking to other similar
works in Section II. Then in Section III, we give the definition
and framework of an entity linking system. Section IV intro-
duces some main methods of entity linking, including two
phases: the candidate entity generation and disambiguation.
Next we review the methods of NIL clustering. In the end,
the paper introduces knowledge bases, datasets and evalua-
tion methods.

II. FROM NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION
TO ENTITY LINKING
A. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION
Named entity recognition is a task of identifying important
nouns in the text. The so-called important nouns are person,
organization, place and all other entities that are identified by
names which are the key point for people to understand the
meaning of the text. We call those important nouns named
entities [5], [16], [17].

Different from entity linking, named entity recognition
only need to identify named entities in the text, and determine
their categories. It does not need to know the meaning of
these entities, also do not need to disambiguate these entities
using a knowledge base.Whereas in the task of entity linking,
the named entity disambiguation is regarded as an essential
step which can affect the result of entity linking [18], [19].

The Methods of named entity recognition can be divided
into rules-based method [17], [20], [21] and statistical
method [22]–[25]. We can also combine these two methods
to deal with this problem [26]–[28]. A rule-based method
needs linguists establish a series of rules according to the
structure of the texts, then recognize named entities using
pattern matching technique or string matching technique.
This kind of method often depends on a specific language
environment, rules in the system must be reconstructed when
the required corpus changes. In contrast, a statistical method
does not require extensive linguistic knowledge. It trains a
language model through machine learning methods, and then
the named entities in the text are automatically recognized by

this model. It requires a large-scale corpus for training model
but does not need domain knowledge for rules. There are
many available named entity systems which are introduced
in paper [5].

B. COREFERENCE RESOLUTION
In a text, an entity often has different expressions, such as in
the text ‘‘Li Na is a Chinese tennis player, she was born in
Hubei, Wuhan’’, ‘‘Li Na’’ and ‘‘she’’ all refer to the same
entity. If we identify this information we can extract that
Li Na was born in Hubei, Wuhan. So, identifying those
equivalent descriptions of the same entity in a text is very
important for understanding themeaning of a text completely.

Coreference resolution refers to dividing different expres-
sions which point to the same real-world entity into the
same equivalence set by using contextual information and
background knowledge [29], [30]. The equivalence set is
called coreference chains. The divided expressions are called
mentions. In coreference resolution, the mentions contain
nouns, proper nouns and pronouns. The research of corefer-
ence resolution is earlier than entity linking. Their difference
is that the coreference resolution only clusters the mentions
in the text; it does not need to link them to a knowledge base
to get more attribute information.

The method of coreference resolution is developed from
the rule-based method [31], [32] to the learning-based
method [33]–[37]. Hobbs algorithm is one of the earliest
rule-based algorithms. It analyzes texts according to their
syntactic structure [31]. The central theory proposed by
Grosz et al. [32] is based on the text structure, which has been
used by many scholars in the work of coreference resolution.
More details about the rule-based method are introduced in
paper [29]. In 1995, coreference resolution was first consid-
ered as a binary classification problem, and over the past two
decades, classification, clustering, and other learning-based
methods have been proposed. More details about learning-
based method can be found in paper [29] and [30].

C. WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION
Word sense disambiguation is very similar to entity link-
ing. It refers to selecting a correct meaning for a word in
a particular context. Words in texts are always assumed to
have corresponding senses in a dictionary [38], [39]. The
difference is that entity linking deals with named entities and
it maps them to the corresponding entities in a knowledge
base. Moreover, due to the incompleteness of the knowledge
base, the entity mentions may not have the corresponding
entities in the knowledge base [40].

Moro et al. [41] divide methods of word sense disam-
biguation into three categories which are supervised meth-
ods, unsupervised methods, and knowledge-based methods.
The supervised methods utilize different features to train
a classifier, such as a decision tree [42], a support vector
machine [43] and so on. These features are extracted from
manually sense-annotated corpus which takes a lot of labors.
On the contrary, the unsupervised methods do not need to
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annotate the corpus and do not need the support of dic-
tionaries. For example, some of these methods transform
the problem of word sense disambiguation into clustering
problems [44], [45]. Firstly, the corpus is clustered by fea-
tures, and then the meanings of new words are classified.
The knowledge-based methods also do not need any sense-
annotated corpus. They rely on external knowledge resources
such as WordNet [46] to perform their methods.

D. ENTITY LINKING
Entity linking also known as named entity disambiguation.
The task of named entity linking refers to map named entity
mentions in the text to their corresponding entities in a knowl-
edge base.

After overcoming the problem of recognizing an entity
in a text, the attentions of researches are changed to entity
disambiguation. As early as the 1990s, coreference resolution
and word sense disambiguation are the important tasks of
Natural Language Processing. They deal with disambiguation
of words in text so as to achieve the purpose of accurately
understanding the meaning of the text. In 2006 Cucerzan [47]
propose a method which uses the Wikipedia knowledge base
to do entity disambiguation. Different from word sense dis-
ambiguation, it adds the treatment of proper nouns and con-
siders the meanings of target entities. This work is considered
to be one of the early works of entity linking. In 2009 the TAC
conference re-defines entity linking [48], and after that, entity
linking has always been one of the TAC evaluation tasks.
At present, entity linking is far from solved.

III. ENTITY LINKING DEFINITION AND
SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will introduce some relevant concepts of
entity linking.

Entity linking: entity linking is a task which links a query
mention in a text to its corresponding entity in a knowl-
edge base. The common phases of entity linking include:
candidate entity generation, candidate entity disambiguation
and linking result. Given an entity linking task, the first
step is to recognize named entities (the recognized named
entities are called query mention or mention in this paper)
in the documents using named entity recognition tools
(e.g. Stanford NER system [49]) and generate the candi-
date entities for each mention. Then the next step is to dis-
ambiguate these candidate entities with a knowledge base.
At last, the system returns the ID of the corresponding entity
in the knowledge base or NIL (a label that indicate that there
is no matching entity in the knowledge).

Formal description of entity linking: Given a set of docu-
ments d = {d1, d2 . . .} and a knowledge base K , we can get
a mention set M = {m1,m2 . . .} using the named entity tool.
For each mi ∈ M , we can get a candidate set C = {c1, c2 . . .}
from a knowledge base. The goal of entity linking is to choose
an entity from C , if each score(ci), ci ∈ C , is below τ (τ is
a threshold), then the target entity e is NIL, otherwise, m will
be linked to C where score(c) = max(score(ci)) [10].

FIGURE 1. A general model of entity linking.

As shown in Fig. 1, the general model of an entity linking
system includes the following three parts: candidate entity
generation, candidate entity disambiguation and result selec-
tion. In following, we will give some concepts of entity
linking task and describe this three modules.

Query mention: the surface form of named entity in text.
We also call it mention as alternative.

Text: some query texts which contain many named entities.
It can be divided into long texts and short texts. The long texts
usually contain more than 400 words, such as news articles
and the short texts contain an average of less than 200 words,
such as tweets [50].

The candidate entity generation module: this module is to
select the candidate entities for each query mention in text.
It first uses named entity recognition tools to identify the
entity mentions and then use the name of entities in conjunc-
tion with other features to find the candidate entities in the
knowledge base. At last, we can get a series of related entities,
for example, the candidate entities for Li Na including Li Na
(tennis player), Li Na (professor of the Peking University)
and Li Na (singer).

The candidate entity disambiguation module: this mod-
ule is an important stage of entity linking. It utilizes dif-
ferent methods fusing various features of entities to rank
the candidate entities. Features used in the candidate disam-
biguation phase include: entity popularity [51], [52], entity
type [4], [53], the similarity between a query mention and
the name of candidate entity [4], [14], the similarity between
context of query mention and candidate entity text [54], [55],
topic similarity and combination of several features [56],
[57]. For example, Ceccarelli et al. [58] exploit 27 different
features in their article, and classify these features into three
kinds of features: singleton, asymmetric feature and symmet-
ric feature.

The linking result module: this module is to select the
target entity through the ranking result of the candidate entity
disambiguation phase. As the last module shown in Fig. 1,
when the score of all candidate entities is below the threshold,
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the system will return NIL. However, the threshold is usually
set manually, which will easily lead to the problem that the
correct target entity is judged to be below the threshold. Thus,
some researches work for this issue. Zheng et al. [59] use
a machine learning method to classify the highest ranked
candidate entity, judging whether the highest ranked entity is
the target entity. When the highest ranked entity is classified
as the positive instance, it will be regarded as the target entity,
otherwise, there is no corresponding target entity mapping
with the query mention. In another case, the candidate entity
with the highest score is selected as the target entity among
those candidate entities which satisfy the threshold.

IV. ENTITY LINKING METHOD
In this section, we will review the existing methods in detail.
Firstly, we will give an example of ‘‘Li Na’’ that we are going
to use.

EXAMPLE 1. An example of ‘‘Li Na’’ for entity linking
Text: Nadal presents a bouquet to Li Na at her retirement
ceremony. Li Na runs with tears and enjoys cheers of the
whole audience, and Jiang Shan accompanies her in the

ceremonial process.
Mention: Li Na, Nadal, Jiang Shan.

Knowledge base: A knowledge base released by
Tsinghua University.1

In EXAMPLE 1, the Mention is generated by the NLPIR
word segmentation system2; we select named entities accord-
ing to the tags of words. The knowledge base is released by
Tsinghua University which contains over 800,000 different
entities.

A. CANDIDATE ENTITY GENERATION
1) METHOD BASED ON DICTIONARY
One of the most popular ways to address the candidate
entity generation problem is a lexical method, which needs
to construct a name dictionary based on the information of
a knowledge base [54], [60]–[65]. Each name is a key in
the dictionary and has a value set of possible entities map-
ping with it. For example, the mention Michael Jordan has
a set of possible entities, such as Michael Jordan (football
player), Michael Jordan (machine learning scholar) and so
on. Some researches utilize the Wikipedia sources like the
titles of entity pages, the titles of redirecting pages, the dis-
ambiguation pages and the hyperlinks in Wikipedia articles
extracted from Wikipedia to build a surface form dictionary
for each entity [54], [60], [61]. In contrast to the process of
building dictionaries, some systems use dictionaries that have
already been established. Chong et al. [62] use the Google
lexicon as their dictionary to identify candidate entities. The
lexicon lists possible mentions for each entity along with
the occurrence probability p(e|m). After building a dictio-
nary, different methods are used to get the candidate entities.

1 http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/ChineseKB
2 http://ictclas.nlpir.org/downloads

For each query mention, systems retrieve the key field of the
dictionary. If the key of the dictionary meets the requirement,
then the corresponding value set of this key will be added into
the candidate entity set of this query mention. In these meth-
ods, exact matching as an easy way has been used by many
researches to match the query mention and the entity surface
form in the knowledge base [54], [64]. Shen et al. [64] exploit
a direct matching method to match the query mention and
the key field where the query mention and the key are exact
match with each other. In addition, they reduce the candidate
entities by the popularity of entities. However, exact match
will cause a low recall rate. Hence, some researches use loose
matching methods instead of exact matching [63]. There are
many common rules often being used in the loose matching
phase, such as the string similarity.

Unfortunately, sometimes we can get nothing from a
knowledge base for various reasons such as the misspelling
of query mention or the query mention is an acronym of an
entity. Zhang et al. [60] utilize ‘‘did you mean’’ of Wikipedia
and Wikipedia search engine to get more information. When
the query mention is misspelled, the ‘‘did you mean’’ can
give a suggestion and the Wikipedia search engine can give
some entities pages for the unpopular query mention. When
a query mention is an acronym of an entity name, besides
building a dictionary, Zhang et al. [65] add a process of han-
dling acronym and propose two rules to deal with acronym
expansion.

2) METHOD BASED ON DIRECTLY SEARCH
Instead of building a dictionary, some researches search the
knowledge base directly [14], [66]. Usually, they create an
index for their knowledge base for fast search. Some rules
are used in this matching step. We list them as follows:

The entity name in the knowledge base is exactly match
with the querymention (e.g. name and querymention are both
‘‘Li Na’’).

The first letters of the entity namematch the query mention
(e.g. The query mention is MJ and the entity name is Michael
Jordan).

The alias or nickname of the entity is match with the
query mention (e.g. Michael Jordan (football player) with his
nickname Air Jordan).

The string similarity between entity name and query men-
tion (e. g. Jaccard distance, N-gram distance).

3) METHOD BASED ON PROBABILITY
Some researches use the empirical probability p(e|m) to select
candidate entities [67], [68] . Where m is a query mention
and e is an entity in a knowledge base. They obtain p(e|m)
by deriving from the Wikipedia hyperlinks. Usually, a higher
value of p(e|m) indicates a higher likelihood that e can be
selected as a candidate entity of m. Give an entity e and a
query mention m, the p(e|m) is defined as follows:

p(e|m) =
count(m, e)
count(m)

(1)
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Where count(m, e) is the number of the mention as a link
anchor links to entity e, count(m) is the number of themention
as a link anchor in Wikipedia.

B. CANDIDATE ENTITY DISAMBIGUATION
The goal of candidate entity disambiguation phase is to rank
the candidate entities selected from the candidate entity gen-
eration phase. The general approach is combining different
features listed in Section III to rank the candidate entities.

1) METHOD BASED ON SIMILARITY COMPUTATION
The method based on context similarity computation is a
direct way to deal with the disambiguation problem. Gener-
ally, it compares the surrounding context of the querymention
with the candidate entity context in a knowledge base. In the
phase of computing the similarity, for each querymention and
candidate entity, their contexts will be expressed as a bag of
words or some key words of the contexts will be represented
as a vector [47], [55], [69]. Then heterogeneous approach will
be used to calculate the similarity between two vectors or bag
sets, such as cosine similarity, Jaccard similarity and Dice
coefficient. Bunescu and Pasca [55] propose a context simi-
larity computing method, in which they chose the entity with
the maximum similarity score as the target entity. First, they
model the query mention context and the candidate entity
Wikipedia page as two bags of words respectively. After that,
they calculate the similarity with the cosine similarity model,
where the cosine similarity is defined as follows:

Scosine =
Vquery · Ventity

‖Vquery‖ ∗ ‖Ventity‖
(2)

Where Vquery is the text vector of the query text, Ventity is
the Wikipedia page vector of each candidate entity. Vquery ·
Ventity is the inner product of Vquery and Ventity. ||Vquery|| and
||Ventity|| are the lengths of the two vectors respectively.

TABLE 1. Cosine similarity between the mentions and the candidate
entities.

In Table 1, it shows the cosine similarity between the
mentions in the query text and their candidate entities of
Example 1. The candidate entities Li Na (Tennis Player) and
Jiang Shan (Tennis Player) obtain high scores, so they will
be chosen as the target entities for Li Na and Jiang Shan.
However, the score of Nadal (Tennis Player) is zero because

of the low value of co-occurrence information. In fact, Nadal
(Tennis Player) is the target entity as we know.

For the reason that the method based on context similar-
ity computation depends on the co-occurrence of words too
much. Meanwhile, Li et al. [71] discover that the existing
knowledge base cannot provide enough contextual informa-
tion for entity linking due to the rapidly growing of data
and information. They propose a method to mine evidences
for entity linking, in which they extract some documents
related to the candidate entity via the Google Search API
and reason their labels as additional evidences of candidate
entities. Hence, the above problem can be solved to some
extent.

As the method of context similarity computation regards
the context as some common words, it ignores the seman-
tic relation between words. Milne and Witten [72] propose
an entity similarity computing method based on Wikipedia
link message namedWLM (Wikipedia Link-basedMeasure).
Ratinov et al. [73] utilize WLM along with a well-known
method PMI (Point-wise Mutual Information) to calculate
the correlation degree between the query mention and the
candidate entity. Specially, the query mention and the can-
didate entity are two Wikipedia entities. The two measures
are defined as follows:

WLM = 1−
log(max(|M1|, |M2|))− log(|M1

⋂
M2|)

log(|W | − log(min(|M1|, |M2|)))
(3)

PMI =
|M1|

⋂
M2|/|W |

(|M1|/|W |)∗(|M2|/|W |)
(4)

Where M1, M2 are two sets of Wikipedia articles which
contain two entities. W is the set of all Wikipedia articles.

Sometimes, the query mention is a novel entity, and there
are few links between the query mention page and its cor-
responding entity. In this situation, the method based on
Wikipedia link message will perform poorly.

2) METHOD BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING
In methods based on machine learning, researchers usually
use some <mention, entity> pairs to train a binary classifi-
cationmodel, decidingwhether a candidate entity is a positive
instance. Zhang et al. [60] choose the SVM classifier as their
binary classification model and use three features to represent
the <query, entity> pair which are lexical features, word
category pair and named entity type. They train their model
by using a large scale of data generated automatically. These
training data are formed by the <query, entity> pairs. They
label these pairs by judging whether the Wikipedia article
contains links between the mention in the query and the entity
(Each article represents an entity or concept in Wikipedia).
Pilz and Paaß [74] also consider this task as a binary classi-
fication process. They utilize the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
model to get the probability distributionsP(e) andP(m) where
P(e) and P(m) represent the probability distribution of K
topics in the entity text and the mention text respectively.
Then they use the thematic distances of P(e) and P(m) as
the feature vectors of SVM classifier to find the target entity.
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Other researchers also use Naive Bayes [70], C4.5 [72], and
Binary Logistic classifier [54] as the classification model.

Since the classification method will generate more than
one positive instance, many systems cast the disambigua-
tion phase into a rank model [58], [59], [67], [75], [80].
Zheng et al. [59] compare two learning to rank models:
Ranking Perceptron for pairwise and a listwise model List-
Net where Ranking Perceptron uses some labeled pairs
like classification method to train the ranking model and
ListNet takes all candidate entities as their training data.
Ceccarelli et al. [58] consider all mentions in the document
which train the learning model collectively, in which they
score each candidate entity, and the more the number of
the candidate entities associated with it, the higher the score
of it is. Some researches rank the candidate entities using
the probabilistic model [67], [75]. Ganea et al. [67] learn
a conditional probability model p(e|m, c) from a corpus of
entity-linked documents and find the entity which its score is
the best.

Besides those methods above, the methods based on deep
learning has been proposes recently [76], [77], [78]. In con-
trast to traditional learning method, deep learning does not
rely on features designed manually. It can learn the represen-
tation of features from large data automatically and contain
thousands of parameters. In addition, it can quickly learn
new effective feature representations from training data for
new applications [79]. Sun et al. [76] propose a novel neural
network approach. They obtain the semantic representation of
mention, context and entity using this deep learning method.
Huang et al. [77] propose a deep semantic relatedness model
based on deep neural networks to measure entity semantic
relatedness which improves the accuracy rate by 19.4% and
24.5 on two publicly available datasets respectively.

FIGURE 2. A graph for Example 1.

3) METHOD BASED ON GRAPH
A graph based model usually constructs a graph for all
mentions and their candidate entities. Different from other
methods, it considers the relevance of all mentions and all
candidate entities collectively [54], [81]–[85], and a graph
for Example 1 is shown in Fig. 2. Han et al. [54] pro-
pose a Referent Graph approach. The mentions in the doc-
ument and all candidate entities of each mention constitute

the node set of the graph. Each mention node has an edge
with its candidate entity. The weight is calculated by the
cosine similarity. Meanwhile, among different candidate
entity sets, there is an edge between two candidate entities
and the weight is calculated by WLM. They reason about the
score of a candidate entity by using a random walk model.
Gong et al. [81] calculate a dense sub-graph which contain
all mention nodes and merely one mention-entity edge for
each mention. They improve their accuracy by considering
the semantic information between mentions in the same doc-
ument. Blanco et al. [83] cast the candidate entity disam-
biguation problem into an optimization problem on a graph.
They define a new graph which is a variant of the Maximum
Capacity Representative Set. Liu et al. [85] rank the candidate
entities by computing the degree of the candidate entity node.

V. NIL CLUSTERING AFTER ENTITY LINKING
The TAC conference presented additional requirements for
entity linking which add NIL clustering on the traditional
entity linking task in 2011 [86], instead of simply returning
NIL to each entity that doesn’t exist in the knowledge base
which is introduced in Section III. This work involves clus-
tering all entities pointing to NIL that refer to the same entity,
and then giving each cluster a unique NIL ID. It is also similar
to the task of coreference resolution except that it deals with
entities pointing to NIL.

A. METHOD BASED ON STRING MATCHING
Traditional methods commonly solved the NIL clustering
problems by matching the surface forms of enti-
ties [87], [88]–[92]. These methods utilize different similarity
computingmeasures to calculate the string similarity between
entities. Then the entities with high similarity are clustered
into a class. Some systems directly judge whether an entity’s
name is a substring of another entity. Ghosh et al. [87]
consider that two entities are highly similar if one of them
contains the other. If the condition is satisfied, the new entity
will assign to the same NIL set as the previous one, and the
algorithm will stop until all entities are traversed. Although
this method is simple, it is easy to classify unrelated entities
but similar in surface form into one class. In another case,
some techniques use string distance computing method to
cluster NIL entities. Greenfield et al. [90] use Damerau-
Levenshtein (DL) distance to compute similarity between
entities which can tolerant spelling-error and capture slight
local words variations. Torres-Tramón et al. [92] apply
Monge-Elkan similarity instead. There are also some ways
to take the results of string matching methods as the initial-
ization clusters of the method, and then divide them further
by other methods.We are going to introduce these approaches
next.

B. METHOD BASED ON HIERARCHICAL
AGGLOMERATIVE CLUSTERING
Many systems utilize a hierarchical agglomerative clus-
tering (HAC) algorithm for NIL clustering [93]–[95].
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This method is a common method to deal with documents
clustering problem. The NIL clustering based on a hierar-
chical agglomerative clustering method usually initializes
entities to several different clusters according to the mentions
of entities and then merge entities in each clusters until
the distance between clusters is smaller than the threshold.
Zhang et al. [93] first use the dice coefficient to measure
the similarity of entities and obtain some clusters. In each
cluster there are some entities shares a high dice coefficient.
In the second stage, they do their clustering in each cluster
obtained previously. First they treat each entity in the set as
a cluster and then merge two clusters by computing their
similarity. The basic process of Ploch et al. [95] is that
they merge entities using the cosine similarity, besides they
combine three additional methods to cluster NIL entities.

C. METHOD BASED ON GRAPH
Previous methods only take the similarity into considera-
tion when clustering, which ignore the semantic relation
between entities. Some systems cluster NIL entities by creat-
ing semantic graph of entities. Guo et al. [96] take advantage
of the results of the entity linking process to build a graph for
NIL clustering. After building a graph, they use the hierarchi-
cal agglomerative clustering algorithm to clustering the NIL
entities. At this stage two similarity measures are used which
are attribute similarity and relation similarity. Different from
Guo et al., González et al. [97] only build a NIL graph for the
NIL entities at the NIL clustering stage. In their graph, each
node is a cluster and the medoid of each cluster is represented
by the first NIL entity. Their goal is to select a correct cluster
for each new NIL entity.

At the end of this section, we give Table 2 to make a
summary of methods in Section IV and Section V.

VI. KNOWLEDGE BASE AND EVALUATION
A. KNOWLEDGE BASE
Knowledge Base contains plenty of items of entities. These
items are made up of some facts of entities such as the name
of entity, category and links between entities. Currently, there
is no unified knowledge base in the field of entity linking. The
major knowledge base will be illustrated as follows:
Wikipedia: Wikipedia is a semi-structured database. It is

one of the most popular encyclopedias in the world. In the
Wikipedia knowledge base, there are hundreds of millions of
Wikipedia articles. Each article represents an entity or con-
cept which consists of much disambiguation knowledge such
as entity pages, each infobox containing entity attributes,
hyperlinks and so on. Many systems use Wikipedia as their
knowledge base [54], [98]. Han et al. [54] exploit the Jan 30,
2010 English version of Wikipedia as their knowledge base.
It includes more than 3,000,000 entities and they built their
name-entity dictionary via this knowledge base.
DBpedia: DBpedia is a structured knowledge base. It is

formed by the structured data in Wikipedia. The structured
data is extracted from tables of inforbox, categorization

TABLE 2. Entity linking method summary.

information, images, geo-coordinates, links to exter-
nal web pages, disambiguation pages, redirects between
pages, and links across different language editions of
Wikipedia [7], [99]. DBpedia organize the structured data
into the RDF form. It utilizes URI represent an entity and
some attributes with their values describe the information of
an entity.
YAGO: YAGO is a structured knowledge extracted

from Wikipedia, WordNet [100] and GeoNames knowledge
base [101]. In YAGO, each Wikipedia article is an entity.
The latest version includes 10 million entities and more than
120million facts about these entities. Additionally, it contains
10 different languages [101].
TAC-KBP: The TAC-KBP knowledge base involves a

series of knowledge bases released by the TAC conference.
They publish a version at each meeting. The knowledge base
is generated automatically from Wikipedia articles. By pars-
ingWikipedia pages and infoboxes, It obtains more than eight
hundred thousand entities [102], [103].

TABLE 3. Entity linking datasets comparison.

B. DATASETS
Wewill introduce somewell-known public data sets for entity
linking and give a comparison of them in Table 3.
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KORE50: The KORE50 is extracted from some micro
blogging platforms manually, such as Twitter. It contains
many synthetic micro corpora about 50 short texts. Every
text is made up of few sentences including some ambiguous
mentions. Based on the statistics, each text has 3 mentions
and 12.6 words on average. Some detail information about
KORE50 can be obtained from literature [104].
AIDA-CoNLL: The AIDA-CoNLL dataset is introduced by

Hoffart et al. [105]. It is derived from the CoNLL 2003 shared
task and contains 34,587 entities in total [106], [107].
NEEL: The Named Entity rEcognition and Linking

(NEEL) challenge was established in 2013. The size of its
dataset expanded from 2013 to 2016. The 2016 dataset con-
sists of 6,025 tweets which extracted from many noteworthy
events from 2011 and 2013 as well as tweets extracted from
the Twitter firehose in 2014. There are 8,665 entities in
total [51], [106], [108], and the corpus is split into a training
set and a testing set.
OKE2016: OKE2016 is a dataset provided by the Open

Knowledge Extraction Challenge 2016. It consists of 196 sen-
tences extracted from Wikipedia articles. The average length
of the sentences is 155 characters. OKE2016 dataset contains
1,043 mentions [109].
AQUAINT: The AQUAINT dataset contains some news

documents which are extracted from the Xinhua News Ser-
vices, the New York Times and the Associated Press. In the
AQUAINT dataset, each document has 14.54 mentions on
average [67], [107].
TAC-KBP: The TAC-KBP stands for a series of corpus

provided by the TAC conference. This conference provides
a benchmark dataset every year [48], [86], [102], [103]. The
TAC-KBP2011 dataset is a cross language entity link evalua-
tion corpus. In Chinese part, it uses 1 million pieces of news
extracted from the Chinese Gigaword corpus which consists
of 1,641 characters (PER), 1,327 organization (ORG) and
1,370 geographical entities.

As described in some works on compare the common
benchmark datasets [106], [107], [110], we conclude six
different datasets from four aspects in Table 3 which include
mentions it contains, sources that it extracted from, the
Knowledge Base it corresponds to, and systems that use it
for evaluation.

C. EVALUATION CRITERION
In Table 4, it shows the notations we will use in the following
evaluation measures. The evaluation measures can be divided
into two categories in order to evaluate the performance of
the algorithm in the whole dataset. There are two average
measures available which are the macro average and the
micro average as follows. The macro average computes the
relevantmeasure of each text in a document first, and then cal-
culates their arithmetic average, whereas the micro average
consider all mentions in a document together when calculate
the relevant measure [111]. At present, some systems use the
micro average index to calculate their evaluation measures
[60], [112]. However, this method gives more importance to

TABLE 4. Some notations for entity linking evaluation.

texts with more mentions. Thus, some systems also apply
macro average index to their evaluation measure [14], [67],
[75], [113].

In the evaluation phase, most systems use the evaluation
measure Accuracy which computes as Eq. 5 and Eq. 10 [14],
[60], [64], [75]. The accuracy refers to the ratio of the number
of entities that are correctly linked to the total number of
entities in a document. Some systems adopt three measures to
evaluate the quality of their approaches. These threemeasures
include Precision(P), Recall(R), and Fα-measure [54], [67],
[81], [84], [111], [112]. Usually, they evaluate entities linked
to knowledge base (InKB) and entities that are linked to NIL
respectively. We use the measures of the micro average as
an example. Eq. 6 is the precision of system dealing with
entities (InKB), which means the ratio of entities that are
correctly linked to the knowledge base to the linked entities
generated by a system. Eq. 7 is the recall of system dealing
with entities (InKB), which means the ratio of entities that
are correctly linked to the knowledge base to the entities
that should be correctly linked. Eq. 8 is the precision of
a system dealing with entities linked to NIL, which means
the ratio of entities that are correctly linked to NIL to the
entities linked to NIL generated by a system. Eq. 9 is the
recall of system dealing with entities linked to NIL, which
means the ratio of entities that are correctly linked to NIL to
the entities should be linked to NIL. Some systems put new
entities into an existing knowledge base through the method
of entity clustering so the evaluation of entities linked to
NIL is important, it can promote the knowledge base filling
sometimes.

However, Precision (P) and Recall (R) are two interacting
values. In order to improve the Precision rate, the Recall rate
will be reduced, and vice versa. To take into account both of
them, Fα-measure put them together. Eq. 15 is designed for
calculating Fα-measure. Usually, the value of α is 1. x stands
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TABLE 5. Different measures on micro average.

TABLE 6. Different measures on macro average.

for InKB_micro NIL_micro InKB_macro or NIL_macro.

Fα =
(α2 + 1)∗P∗xRx
α2 ∗ (Px + Rx)

(15)

VII. CHALLENGES AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we review and summarize the significance
and application of entity linking. Then, we analyze some
main methods of entity linking. At last, the knowledge base,
datasets, and the evaluation criterion are described. Through
the research of the entity linking technology, we put forward
the future challenges as follows.

The knowledge bases utilized in the entity linking sys-
tems are offline databases or extracted from the online
database but lacking in automatic update mechanism. There-
fore, many knowledge bases are incomplete because of the
slow updating. It requires us to mine more evidences for
the entity with little information. Hence, exploring a good

method to extract more online information can improve the
performance of entity linking [71], [85].

In our daily life, we use social tools like Twitter to express
emotions. It brings usmore experience but also generates a lot
of information. This information is usually expressed in the
form of short text. Moreover, these short texts lack enough
disambiguation information [5], [114]–[116]. Thus, the dis-
ambiguation of mentions on short texts is full of challenges.

Existing methods are applicable to the linking in the same
language. Although the multilingual entity linking task has
been proposed for years, there are few works studying on the
multilingual entity linking. Multilingual entity linking refers
to link a mention in one language to an entity in another
language [66], [86], [103]. It can promote the integration of
knowledge among different languages. However, this task is
limited by the problems of translation between languages,
the portability of the models and gaining the large-scale train-
ing corpus, which lead to the low accuracy of multilingual
entity linking. Thus, it is very meaningful to study entity
linking among different languages.

To improve the accuracy of entity linking, many systems
exploit some complex models to address this problem, such
as heavy machine learning models which are introduced in
Section IV. As compensation, they will have a higher time
complexity. It can be regarded as a new challenge to balance
accuracy and computing complexity in the future work.
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